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What is a Blog?

- People have been “blogging” since the Internet’s beginning
- Blog = “a web-based publication consisting primarily of periodic articles” (Wikipedia Apr. 2006)
  - Postings in reverse chronological order
  - No third party editors
  - RSS feed
Technology & Marketing Law Blog

October 25, 2006

NY v. DirectRevenue Hearing Transcript

By Eric Goldman

I previously blogged on the New York v. DirectRevenue case and the amicus brief that David Post, Scott Christie and I filed. Last week, there was a hearing on DirectRevenue's motion to dismiss. The transcript. Note that all transcript references to "Mr. Christie" actually should be to Justin Brockman of the NYAG's office.

One exchange that caught my attention: the judge got feisty with Brockman over the NYAG's continued misuse of the term "spyware" to describe software that lacks a report-back feature (see the Merriam-Webster definition of spyware). On page 17, the judge says to Brockman:

Wait a minute. You called it spyware. And then when your adversary says wait a minute, none of this is alleged in their papers. Forget spyware. It's not spyware unless you tell me different.

I've complained before about the problems created by the lack of standard nomenclature for adware and spyware. This sloppy nomenclature can benefit plaintiffs to the extent they can use the term "spyware" as a scary smear tactic. But as the judge's retort indicates, it can also backfire when judges realize that the term is being used to misportray the facts.

October 20, 2006

Courts Can't Figure Out if Buying Keywords Constitutes Trademark Use—Buying for the Home v. Humble Abode
The Blogging Phenomenon

- 50M+ Blogs (Technorati Aug. 2006)
  - 2 new blogs every second
  - Doubling every 6 months
  - 1.6M new posts every day

- Boing Boing claims 1.7 million unique readers/day (Open and Shut?)

- Blogs influence MSM...

- ...and MSM is becoming more bloggy

- RSS as new desktop portal
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Tackling Global Warming Cheaper Than Ignoring It
By kdawson on ounce-of-prevention

Goreyth writes, "In a report commissioned by the UK government, respected economist Sir Nicholas Stern concludes that mitigating global warming could cost around 1% of global GDP if spent immediately, but ignoring the problem could cost between 5% and 20% of global GDP. The 700-page study represents the first major report on climate change from an economist rather than a scientist. The report calls for the introduction of green taxes and carbon trading schemes as soon as possible, and calls on the international community to sign a new pact on greenhouse emissions by next year rather than in 2010/11. At the very least the UK government is taking the report seriously; both major parties are proposing new green taxes. Stern points out, however, that any action will only be effective if truly global."

How To Make Your Friends Call You More
By kdawson on not-funny-more

800Reader writes, "Simply sign up to something called jaeh (a VoIP service that connects real telephones) using your friend's number (mobiles included), then log in and dial your own number. Your friend's phone will ring and after they hear a brief "Jaeh is connecting your call" they will be calling you and incur all charges. As an added bonus you will quite probably receive your friend's latest voice-mail message as your own (at least on Irish networks), which you may or may not wish to hear. There is even a Jaeh Firefox extension -- which at the time of writing is the Firefox featured add-on -- so you can do it right from your browser. This is about the best example of a bad idea, with terrible implementation, that I have seen all day. And with the wonderful publicity the Firefox page offers it should reach a wide audience in no time."

Greek Blog Aggregator Arrested
By kdawson on careful-what-you-link-to
Blogs and Publishing

- Blog law = publishing law

- Major blogger liability concerns
  - Defamation
  - Invasion of privacy
  - Copyright infringement
  - Trade secret misappropriation

- Selected blog-specific legal issues (non-IP)
  - Blogs as journalists
  - Blogs as advertising
  - Blogs and election laws
  - Blogs, anonymity and retaliation
Blogs and Publishing

- 47 USC 230 eliminates most non-IP claims based on third party content
  - “No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content provider”
  - Scienter and editorial control irrelevant

- Examples
Blogs and IP

- Bloggers as Copyright Defendants
- Bloggers as Copyright Plaintiffs
- Bloggers as Trademark Defendants
- Bloggers as Trademark Plaintiffs
- Blogs and Trade Secrets/Patents
Group/Guest Blogs

- **Legal issues**
  - Liability
  - Legal compliance
  - Asset disposition

- **Legal paradigms**
  - Partnership
  - Employment
  - Contribution to collective work
  - Joint work

- **Proactive steps**
  - Form entity/joint blogger agreement
  - 512 registration
  - Investigate insurance options
Blog Law Resources

- EFF Legal Guide for Bloggers
  - http://www.eff.org/bloggers/lg/

- Bloggership Conference Papers

- Eric Goldman, Co-Blogging Law

- Eric Goldman, Blog Law Recap

- Eric Goldman Blogroll
  - http://www.bloglines.com/blog/ericgoldman